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ABSTRACT
This study, a continuation of research reported in the
previous issue of the Journal of Psychological Type®, tested
whether the MBTI® indicated function-attitudes of 
individuals influenced the ratings of them made by
observers who knew them well. Ratings were made
using 44 descriptive adjectives or short phrases that
matched (exactly or closely) the terms that a group of
type experts agreed were appropriate for each of the
eight function-attitudes of type theory (i.e., the four
functions of Sensing, Intuition, Thinking, and Feeling,
expressed in either an extraverted or introverted orien-
tation). Collecting and analyzing these observer ratings

constituted the first part of the current research project.
Only seven of the 44 descriptors showed any evidence
of a consistent effect on ratings for the predicted func-
tion-attitude. All these effects could be more simply if
not more powerfully explained using basic type prefer-
ences, without involving attitudes of the functions.
Extraversion/Introversion as a preference proved to be a
more powerful predictor of ratings than extraversion/
introversion as an attitudinal expression of a function. 
Note: For the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument, the eight preference categories
are the following: Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I), Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N), Thinking
(T)  versus Feeling (F), Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P).
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INTRODUCTION
The construct of the function-attitudes (FA) is a core
component of psychological type theory. As articulated
by Carl Jung (1921/1971) and Isabel Myers (e.g., Myers,
1962), the theory posits eight qualitatively different
FAs, corresponding to each of the functions (Sensing,
Intuition, Thinking, and Feeling) expressed with either
an outward (extraverted) or inward (introverted) orien-
tation. Despite the emphasis placed by many type theo-
rists and practitioners on distinguishing each function
as having two attitudes (see Haas & Hunziker, 2006;
Hartzler & Hartzler, 2005; Hartzler, McAlpine, & Haas,
2005; Thompson, 1996), empirical evidence demon-
strating such differences is scarce. In a previous publi-
cation (McPeek & Martin, 2012), we reviewed the
literature on FAs more thoroughly and then laid out a
4-step process for gathering and evaluating evidence for
this construct. Our previous work focused on the first
two steps, identifying and validating unique descrip-
tions for each of the eight FAs. We invited type experts
to rate a series of adjectives and short phrases (a total 
of 152 potential descriptors) for accuracy in describing
each of the 8 FAs. We narrowed the list to 72 descrip-
tors that showed a reasonable or high degree of expert
consensus in uniquely describing a particular FA. The
remaining items were eliminated for failing to discrimi-
nate a particular FA. A common result found no signif-
icant difference between the two attitudinal expressions
of a basic function—for example, the descriptor
Emotional did not produce different expert ratings for
extraverted Feeling (Fe) compared to introverted Feeling
(Fi).

The first goal of our current study was to examine
the degree to which the ratings of observers of familiar
people matched their ratees’ function-attitude profiles
(as determined by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®, or
MBTI®, instrument and its corresponding function hier-
archy model). This goal corresponds to our third step 
in validating the construct of function-attitudes (see
McPeek & Martin, 2012). Observer ratings were chosen
as our test for FAs first because Myers, McCaulley,
Quenk, and Hammer (1998), in the MBTI® Manual,
claim that type “differences are real and can be observed”
(p. 204) and second because we had access to an excel-
lent database of observer ratings. Harker, Reynierse, and
Komisin (1998)2 compiled ratings (using 276 adjectives
or short descriptors) made by spouses, family members,
well acquainted co-workers, or friends of several hun-
dred adults of known type3. Types were measured using

the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Form K (also known as
the Expanded Analysis Report) or Form J (also known
as the Type Differentiation Indicator), both of which
provided—in addition to other scales and facets—
a four-letter MBTI type. Harker et al. (1998) collected
data for 641 adults; later analyses (e.g., Reynierse &
Harker, 2005, 2008a, 2008b; Reynierse, 2009, 2012) 
as well as the current project included data from an
additional 129 adults, for a total of 770 subjects or 
“targets.” This database has provided the basis for many
published papers (e.g., Reynierse & Harker, 2005, 2008a,
2008b; Reynierse, 2009, 2012), generally critical of the-
oretical constructs and processes such as type dynamics,
though confirmatory of effects for basic type preferences.  

A second goal of the study addressed Step 4 in 
our validation approach, concerned with evaluating the
power of function-attitudes to explain observed results
parsimoniously. The principle of parsimony, also known
as Occam’s Razor, dictates that simpler explanations of
observed data are preferable to more complex ones. A
classic example of parsimony in action is the replace-
ment of the geocentric (Ptolemaic) with the heliocentric
(Copernican) model of planetary motion. Both models
can predict positions of planets with some accuracy, but
the heliocentric model does so more simply. 

Parsimony is particularly relevant to the FA con-
struct. As other researchers have observed (e.g., Reynierse
& Harker, 2008a, 2008b), comparisons of function-
attitude type groups are unfortunately confounded by
simple type preference differences. Consider, for example,
research reported by Myers et al. (1998) showing differ-
ences in self-ratings between introverted and extraverted
auxiliary Thinking types (AIT vs. AET) and between the
two orientations of auxiliary Intuitive types (AIN vs.
AEN). The AITs differ from the AETs not only in the atti-
tude of Thinking, but also in the fact that AITs are com-
prised of EP preference subjects and AETs are made up
of IJs. Any of these differences alone (E vs. I preference,
J vs. P preference, orientation of the auxiliary Thinking
function) or in combination might account for observed
results. Thus, with its multiple moving parts and con-
founded variables, type theory is inextricably vulnerable
to competing explanations, one based on preference and
the other on function-attitudes. The simpler explanation,
as well as the one that explains more of the observed
results, should be favored.

METHOD
We examined the 276 descriptions used by Harker3 and
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his colleagues for exact or close matches to the 72
descriptors identified in our previous study.  The results
of our match-making are shown in TABLE 1. (SEE PAGE

68.) There were 31 exact matches, plus 10 matches we
deemed close enough to warrant analysis. We also
included observer ratings for two Harker et al. descrip-
tors that were close antonyms for the consensual phrases
Leaves projects unfinished and Misses deadlines. The
remaining descriptors from our first study were deemed
to have no close matches and were not analyzed further.
Thus, there were 43 consensual descriptors matched in
the Harker-Reynierse data. Because Deep feeler had two
matches in the observer data, the total number of
descriptors analyzed was 44.                                         

To analyze the observer ratings data, we used sev-
eral statistical analyses in an iterative process, as follows:

Step-by-step t-tests
In this analysis, we wanted to examine whether the

same function in different attitudes was distinguishable
in observer ratings. We began by comparing the observer
ratings made of people of known opposing attitudes for
the same function at each dominance position, one at a
time. Operationally, this involved t-tests contrasting, for
example, ratings of Se targets to Si targets when Sensing
was dominant (when any effect should be most appar-
ent), then doing the same comparison when Sensing
was auxiliary, then tertiary, then inferior. Each of these
four t-tests thus compared two groups, each comprised
of two different types for each of the four dominance
positions, covering all 16 types. The resulting combina-
tions are summarized in TABLE 2. (SEE PAGE 69.) 

For this particular analytical approach, there are
two important considerations about how the EI and JP
preferences (first and last letters in the type code) arrange
themselves for different types and different conditions
shown from top to bottom in the table. 

1) First, regarding EI, when comparing any extra-
verted function to its introverted counterpart, the
preference for Extraversion or Introversion agrees
with the attitude of a function only for the domi-
nant position and disagrees for auxiliary, tertiary,
and inferior. In other words, the auxiliary, tertiary,
and inferior function-attitudes/preferences are
inconsistent in attitude with the overall EI prefer-
ence, and the attitude of the dominant is consistent
with the overall EI preference. Therefore, how
observers’ ratings compare in the consistent and
inconsistent conditions will indicate whether sim-
ple preference or function-attitude better fits the

results. For example, if ratees with the extraverted
form of Feeling are always rated higher than Fi’s on
descriptors like Warm, across dominant, auxiliary,
tertiary, and inferior conditions, the function-atti-
tude Fe is “warmer” than Fi. If instead Fe ratings for
Warm are higher only when Fe is dominant, but
lower when Fe is an auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior
function, then Warm is more associated with a
preference for Extraversion than Fe, because
Extraversion is common to all the higher rated
conditions.

2) The “flip” from one preference pole to the other
takes place between tertiary and inferior statuses
for the JP preference. For example, persons who
have Si as a dominant (ISTJ, ISFJ), auxiliary (ESTJ,
ESFJ) and tertiary (ENTJ, ENFJ) function are all Js,
but inferior Si’s (ENFP, ENTP) all prefer Perceiving.
(The same “flip” from J to P or P to J always takes
place between tertiary and inferior, as can be seen
in TABLE 4.) (SEE PAGE 73.) If function-attitude 
primarily affects observer ratings, then the compar-
ison of Te to Ti ratings should be similar whether
those functions are in the dominant, auxiliary, 
tertiary, or inferior status positions. If instead the
JP preference has more influence on ratings than
does function-attitude, then comparison of observer
ratings for Te to Ti should be in the opposite direc-
tion when those functions are in the inferior vs. the
other three positions in the hierarchy.

In summary, when comparing a function in its two
opposing attitudes from dominant to auxiliary to terti-
ary to inferior positions, the best evidence is a consistent
pattern in which observer ratings are higher for a given
FA than for the opposite attitude/same function at each
status position. An EI preference effect is suggested by a
pattern in which a particular FA is rated higher than its
opposite when both are dominant, but lower when aux-
iliary, tertiary, or inferior. A JP preference effect is sug-
gested by a pattern where the FA examined is higher for
dominant, auxiliary, and inferior, but lower for inferior. 

Analyses of Variance
We also looked at both basic functions and func-

tion-attitude combinations, using both 1 x 4 (dominant
S, N, T, or F) and 1 x 8 (dominant Se, Si, Ne, Ni, Te, Ti,
Fe, Fi) analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with observer
ratings as the dependent variables.  The goal was to gain
information about how the attitude of a function might
mitigate or intensify a basic function (or have no effect).
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Table 1. Consensus FA descriptors matched to observer data.

Function- Consensual Other Best Harker-
Attitude Descriptor Associations Reynierse Match

Exact Matches

1. Se Easygoing Ne Is easygoing

2. Si Conservative Conservative

3. Si Detailed  Se Detailed

4. Si Exact T, Se Exact

5. Si Likes tested routines Likes tested routines

6. Si Traditional Traditional

7. Ne Clever Clever

8. Ne Disorderly Disorderly

9. Ne Impulsive Se Impulsive    

10. Ne Uncomfortable with routines Se Uncomfortable with routines

11. Te Efficient S Efficient

12. Te Frank Frank

13. Te Orderly Orderly

14. Te Organized Organized

15. Te Outspoken Outspoken

16. Te Scheduled Scheduled

17. Te Structured Structured

18. Te Systematic Systematic

19. Te Tough Tough

20. Ti Detached Te Detached

21. Ti Independent N Independent

22. Ti Individualistic Ne Individualistic

23. Fe Compassionate Fi Compassionate

24. Fe Considerate Fi Considerate

25. Fe Cooperative Cooperative

26. Fe Expresses feelings easily Fi Expresses feelings easily

27. Fe Helpful Fi Helpful

28. Fe Sociable Sociable

29. Fe Supportive Fi Supportive

30. Fe Warm Fi Warm

31. Fi Idealistic Idealistic

Close matches

32. Se Fashion conscious Fe Fashionable

33. Ne Distractible Welcomes diversions

34. Te Goal driven Industrious

35. Te Leader Initiator

36. Te Tidy Meticulous

37. Ti Aloof Standoffish

38. Fe High self-disclosure Is easy to know

39. Fe People person Fi Gregarious

40. Fe Relationship focused Fi Brings people together

41. Fi Deep feeler Fe Emotional, Feeling

Opposite close matches

42. Ne Leaves projects unfinished Se Dependable (antonym)

43. Ne Misses deadlines Responsible (antonym)
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Considerate, for example, might show both an effect for
dominant Feeling and a significant increase of Fe over
Fi, indicating an effect for both function (Feeling) and
attitude of the function (extraverted). We might also find
no effect for basic function without knowledge of the
attitude of the function—for example, no difference
between dominant F ratings versus T, S, and N on
Considerate—but significantly higher Considerate 
ratings for Fe compared to the other 7 FA groups). Such
data would support the essential role of attitude as a
modifier of function.

A second set of complementary ANOVAs treated
preference polar opposites as two levels of four inde-
pendent variables—in other words, a 2 (E or I) x 2 (S or
N) x 2 (T or F) x 2 (J or P) factorial analysis. Such analy-
ses would not only potentially show “main effects” for
preferences but also any 2-way, 3-way, and/or 4-way
interactions to emerge from the analyses. Multiple factor
interactions are considered to be a test for evidence 
of type dynamics at work by both theory critics (e.g.,
Reynierse and Harker, 2008a, 2008b) and advocates
(e.g., Myers et al., 1998, p. 201).

Finally, we also calculated Pearson correlations
between observer ratings for relevant descriptors with
continuous scores for each of the four type domains (EI,
SN, TF, and JP). There is ample precedent in the MBTI
manuals (Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998)
for using continuous preference scores for correlations,
even though the theory presumes the underlying vari-
able is dichotomous. The assumption of dichotomy has
some serious implications for data analysis. First, reduc-
ing a continuum to two categories results in a significant
loss of analytical power. Second, when two or more

independent variables reduced to a dichotomy correlate
with each other, the potential for false positive main
effect results is increased (MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher,
& Rucker, 2002). By using both correlations and
ANOVAs, we hoped to minimize both dangers. 

Standards for Evaluating Results
We planned to evaluate the results of these analyses

using the following criteria:
1) Evidence for function-attitudes. The best evidence

for the construct validity of function-attitudes
would emerge from these findings:
a) A significant difference in observer ratings for
one of the eight function-attitudes compared to the
other seven, using the 1 x 8 ANOVAs/Tukey tests.
b) A consistent difference between the extraverted
and introverted expressions of a function, across
dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior statuses. 
c) A pattern of results that cannot be explained by
EI or JP preferences, which are often confounded
with function-attitudes as we have explained
above.

2) Evidence for EI preference. EI would be a likely
explanation when differences in observer mean
ratings for extraverted and introverted expressions
of a function point in one direction for dominant
status and the opposite direction for auxiliary, 
tertiary, and inferior statuses. 

3) Evidence for JP preference. JP would be a likely
explanation when differences in observer mean
ratings for extraverted and introverted expressions
of a function point in one direction for inferior 
status and the opposite direction for dominant,
auxiliary, and tertiary statuses. 

Table 2. Type make up of different function-attitude groupings.4

Sensing Intuition Thinking Feeling

Dominant Extraverted ESTP, ESFP ENTP, ENFP ESTJ, ENTJ ESFJ, ENFJ

Dominant Introverted ISTJ, ISFJ INTJ, INFJ ISTP, INTP ISFP, INFP

Auxiliary Extraverted ISTP, ISFP INTP, INFP ISTJ, INTJ ISFJ, INFJ

Auxiliary Introverted ESTJ, ESFJ ENTJ, ENFJ ESTP, ENTP ESFP, ENFP

Tertiary Extraverted INTP, INFP ISTP, ISFP ISFJ, INFJ ISTJ, INTJ

Tertiary Introverted ENTJ, ENFJ ESTJ, ESFJ ESFP, ENFP ESTP, ENTP

Inferior Extraverted INTJ, INFJ ISTJ, ISFJ ISFP, INFP ISTP, INTP

Inferior Introverted ENTP, ENFP ESTP, ESFP ESFJ, ENFJ ESTJ, ENTJ
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4) Evidence for basic functions. First, in a 1x4
ANOVA comparing observer ratings for the basic
functions (S vs. N vs. T vs. F), at the very least one
preference should be rated significantly higher or
lower than its opposite pole. That is, in the case of
an adjective (e.g., Conservative) purportedly associ-
ated with Sensing (and possibly Si specifically), we
would expect to find higher observer ratings at least
for Ss compared to Ns. (Though ratings may be
affected by more than one preference, type theory
would typically disallow opposite preferences both
receiving high ratings for the same descriptor.) The
absence of a significant difference between oppos-
ing attitudes, in combination with a significant
effect for the basic preference, would suggest the
influence of a basic function, regardless of attitude.
   

RESULTS
Testing Observer Ratings Data for Evidence of
Function-attitudes at each Dominance Level
Following the procedure described in the Method sec-
tion, we compared the observer ratings (using t-tests)
made of people of known opposing attitudes for the
same function at each position in the dominance hierar-
chy, one at a time. Results for the dominant function,
where the difference should be most obvious, are shown
in TABLE 3.(SEE PAGE 71.)

Observer ratings for 17 descriptors thus failed to
reach the conventional significance standard of .05 for
higher ratings of dominant function-attitudes. Three of
these 17 evidenced marginally significant differences,
which we “passed” to allow for the next round of tests.
The surviving 30 descriptors were then compared for
the auxiliary function-attitude combinations. The
results are shown in TABLE 4 (and all subsequent tables)
on page 73.          

The far right column shows which FA observer 
rating mean was significantly higher than its opposite
attitude/same function. The mean differences consis-
tently pointed towards a consistent FA for 10 of the 
30 descriptors. For example, “organized” was attributed
not only to ratees who had Te as dominant, but Te as
auxiliary as well. Ten more of the differences for domi-
nant FA opposites were not significant when the func-
tion was auxiliary. And finally, 10 descriptors pointed 
to the opposite higher FA when auxiliary than when
dominant. For example, “expresses feelings easily” was
ascribed more to ratees who had Fe as dominant, but
more to Fi when these function-attitudes were auxiliary.

As we have shown, dominant and auxiliary means 
differing in opposite directions is readily explained by 
a difference in the ratee’s preference for Extraversion 
or Introversion, which switch places from dominant to
auxiliary while the function-attitude remains constant.  

TABLE 5 (SEE PAGE 75.) adds the results for similar
analyses for both tertiary and inferior functions. The
two columns at the right indicate the correspondence 
of the results with both the predicted FA effect and a
pattern of consistent higher ratings for E or I or J or P
preferences. (These patterns are evident when the types
that make up each dominance level for the different FAs
are considered.) We required a minimum of three sig-
nificant differences out of the four comparisons to list
an effect (with the numbers in parentheses detailing
three or four significant differences).

There is not one instance where a descriptor rating
is consistently higher in the same attitude across all four
positions of the dominance hierarchy. There were only
seven of the 30 descriptors (six for Te) where three of
the four comparisons supported an association with the
target FA. In contrast, as shown in the right column,
there were 24 results of 30 possible in which the 
patterns were consistent with either an EI (dominant
differs from all other statuses in direction of mean 
difference) or JP (inferior differs from the other three)
preference. Notably, the evidence for a competing EI 
or JP explanation is stronger (4 out of 4 confirmations)
for the seven descriptors that did show some support 
(3 out of 4 confirmations) for a function-attitude effect.

A close comparison of the dominant and inferior
columns in TABLE 5 shows that whichever attitude is
higher for one status is lower for the other. This obser-
vation was confirmed by the fact that the t-test values
(indicative of which FA is higher) for the dominant and
inferior comparisons for opposing attitude FAs were
very highly negatively correlated across all of the 276
Harker descriptors (r = -.84 for T and F and -.87 for S
and N, df = 274 and p < .001 in both cases).

Additional Analyses
These results, however, do not tell the whole story.

First, even if an EI or JP preference is influencing
observer ratings, other preferences, combinations of
preferences, or combinations of functions and attitudes
may also be at work. We also have little insight into the
effects on observer ratings of pure functions stripped of
attitude. For example, if Ne is rated higher than Ni for
“Uncomfortable with routines” when dominant or aux-
iliary, how do the ratings for both compare to ratings for
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Table 3. Comparisons of same function in opposite attitudes when dominant.

Target Consensual Harker list Target FA Opposite attitude Attitude
Function- descriptor best matched t-test effect
Attitude Mean Mean when 

(SD) n (SD) n dominant

1. Se Easygoing Is easygoing 4.07 46 3.66 137 t(181)=2.31 Se
(1.08) (1.00) p = .02  

2. Se Fashion conscious Fashionable 3.72 46 3.35 136 t(180)=1.82 Se 
(1.13) (1.19) p = .07 marginal 

3. Si Conservative Conservative 3.77 135 3.50 46 t(179)=1.65 Si
(.92) (1.07) p = .10 marginal 

4. Si Detailed Detailed 3.98  132 3.52  42 t(172)=2.40 Si
(1.08) (1.02) p = .02 

5. Si Exact Exact 4.07  136 3.61 44 t(178)=2.70 Si
(1.00) (.87) p = .008

6. Si Likes tested Likes tested 3.91 131 3.16 44 t(173)=4.58 Si
routines routines (.88) (1.10) p < .001

7. S Traditional Traditional 3.95  137 3.51  45 t(180)=2.76  Si
(.85) (1.12) p = .006

8. Ne Clever Clever 4.11 145 4.15 101 t(244)=0.35 nsd
(.84) (.87) p = .73

9. Ne Disorderly Disorderly 2.51 143 1.83   101 t(242)=4.93 Ne
(1.13) (.96) p < .001

10. Ne Distractible Welcomes 3.89 142 3.36 101 t(241)=4.36 Ne
diversions (.88) (1.02) p < .001

11. Ne Impulsive Impulsive 3.17 144 2.39 102 t(244)=5.93 Ne
(1.06) (.96) p < .001

12. Ne Leaves projects   Dependable 4.29 145 4.68 102 t(245)=4.14 Ni
unfinished (antonym) (.82) (.57) p < .001

13. Ne Misses deadlines Responsible 4.39  144 4.66  102 t(244)=3.18  Ni
(antonym) (.70) (.57) p = .002

14. Ne Uncomfortable  Uncomfortable 2.86  140 2.40  101 t(239)=3.32 Ne
with routines with routines (1.10) (1.01) p = .001

15. Te Efficient Efficient 4.29  96 3.98 66 t(160)=2.31 Te
(.81) (.87) p = .02

16. Te Frank Frank 4.14 95 3.98   65 t(158)=1.19  nsd
(.81) (.78) p = .24

17. Te Goal driven Industrious 4.39 95 4.17  64 t(157)=1.52 nsd
(.80) (1.00) p = .13

18. Te Leader Initiator 4.05 94 3.27  64 t(156)=5.81 Te
(.77) (.93) p < .001

19. Te Orderly Orderly 4.06  96 3.45 65 t(159)=3.98 Te
(.89) (1.06) p < .001

20. Te Organized Organized 4.13 96 3.52  65 t(159)=3.77 Te
(.94) (1.06) p < .001

21. Te Outspoken Outspoken 3.53  96 3.22  65 t(159)=1.74  Te 
(1.18) (1.05) p = .08 marginal

22. Te Scheduled Scheduled 3.83 94 3.29 66 t(158)=3.52 Te
(.92) (1.00) p = .001

23. Te Structured Structured 3.92  93 3.38 66 t(157)=3.70 Te
(.84) (1.02) p < .001

24. Te Systematic Systematic 3.92 93 3.48  63 t(154)=3.41 Te
(.76) (.88) p =.001

25. Te Tidy Meticulous 3.61 92 3.33  64 t(154)=1.55 nsd
(1.16) (.83) p =.12

26. Te Tough Tough 3.49  96 3.14  66 t(160)=2.33 Te
(.87) (1.05) p = .02 

27. Ti Aloof Standoffish 2.32  65 1.77   95 t(158)=3.75 Ti
(.99) (.87) p < .001

28. Ti Detached Detached 2.79  64 2.10   94 t(156)=4.47  Ti
(1.05) (.89) p < .001
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the other six function-attitudes? Are routines uncom-
fortable just for Ne? Or for both Ne and Ni? Does more
than one basic function or function-attitude influence
observer ratings?

To answer these questions, we looked at the results
of two more sets of analyses:

1) Basic function 1 x 4 ANOVAs. We compared
observer ratings of people who fell into each of the
four dominant function groups (without regard to
the attitude of the function), followed by Tukey
tests of each possible pairing. 

2) Function-attitude 1x8 ANOVAs for the eight FAs
(dominant status only) on each descriptor, followed
by Tukey tests to identify significant differences

among the different function attitudes. (Note that
our earlier t-tests compared only two of the eight,
the two opposite orientations of a basic function.)
Results for our list of the 30 descriptors still under

consideration are shown in TABLE 6. (SEE PAGE 76.)
Column 3 of TABLE 6 indicates significant differ-

ences (p < .05) among paired comparisons of the four
basic dominant functions5. Columns 4 and 5 show the
results for comparing the eight dominant function-
attitudes. Column 6 summarizes the observations in
terms of functions and/or function-attitudes common
to significant differences in columns 3, 4, and 5. We
deemed the results as consistent with an effect for basic
function (with attitude having little effect) if column 3

Table 3. Comparisons of same function in opposite attitudes when dominant. (continued)

Target Consensual Harker list Target FA Opposite attitude Attitude
Function- descriptor best matched t-test effect
Attitude Mean Mean when 

(SD) n (SD) n dominant

29. Ti Independent Independent 4.47  66 4.34   96 t(160)=0.98 nsd
(.79) (.82) p = .33

30. Ti Individualistic Individualistic 4.17  66 4.00  94 t(158)=0.99 nsd
(1.03) (1.07) p =.33

31. Fe Compassionate Compassionate 4.43 87 4.37   91 t(176)=0.48 nsd
(.73) (.71) p = .63

32. Fe Considerate Considerate 4.41  87 4.44 91 t(176)=0.26 nsd
(.69) (.64) p = .80

33. Fe Cooperative Cooperative 4.24 87 4.19 91 t(176)=0.52  nsd
(.70) (.71) p = .61

34. Fe Expresses Expresses 3.76 87 3.09 90 t(175)=4.33 Fe
feelings easily feelings easily (93) (1.12) p = .001

35. Fe Helpful Helpful 4.43  87 4.32   91 t(176)=1.10 nsd
(.62) (.67) p = .27

36. Fe High self- Is easy to know 4.14 87 3.60 90 t(175)=3.36 Fe
disclosure (.97) (1.15) p = .001

37. Fe People person Gregarious 3.88 76 3.28 76 t(150)=3.53 Fe
(1.06) (1.05) p =.001

38. Fe Relationship Brings people 3.98 86 3.51 89 t(173)=2.99 Fe
focused together (.96) (1.12) p =.003

39. Fe Sociable Sociable 4.39 87 3.81  90 t(175)=5.14 Fe
(.64) (.85) p < .001

40. Fe Supportive Supportive 4.40 86 4.41 91 t(175)=0.11 nsd
(.77) (.61) p = .91

41. Fe Warm Warm 4.39 87 4.40 90 t(175)=0.08 nsd
(.74) (.72) p = .93

42. F Deep feeler Emotional 3.70 91 3.35 87 t(176)=2.30 Fe
(.97) (1.06) p = .02

43. Fi Deep feeler Feeling 4.40  91 4.36 86 t(175)=0.34 nsd
(.70) (.68) p = .74

44. Fi Idealistic Idealistic 3.67  86 3.52 83 t(167)=1.02 nsd
(1.02) (.97) p = .31

Notes: nsd = no significant difference
Rightmost column reports results for the Harker-Reynierse descriptor (column 3). 
Note that Dependable and Responsible are antonyms for the original consensual descriptor (e.g., Misses deadlines) in column 2 and thus results should be reversed.
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Table 4. Comparisons of same function in opposite attitudes when auxiliary.

Target Harker- Attitude effect Target FA Opposite attitude Attitude
Function- Reynierse when dominant t-test effect
Attitude descriptor Mean Mean when 

(SD) n (SD) n auxiliary

1. Se Is easygoing Se 3.92  62 3.86  91 t(151)=0.41 nsd
(.95) (.93) p = .69

2. Se Fashionable Se marginal 3.00 62 3.77 92 t(152)=4.07 Si
(1.27) (1.07) p < .001 Opposite

3. Si Conservative Si marginal 3.55 92 3.77 62 t(152)=1.40 nsd
(.92) (1.02) p = .17

4. Si Detailed Si 3.95 60 3.75 88 t(146)=1.24 nsd
(.95) (1.04) p = .22

5. Si Exact Si 3.94 61 3.75  89 t(148)=1.35 nsd
(.84) (.85) p = .18

6. Si Likes tested Si 3.61 88 3.63 59 t(145)=0.09 nsd
routines (.88) (.98) p = .93

7. Si Traditional Si 3.61 92 3.62  60 t(150)=0.05 nsd
(.91) (.98) p = .96

8. Ne Disorderly Ne 2.24 95 1.80  91 t(184)=2.98 Ne
(1.06) (.95) p = .003 Same

9. Ne Welcomes Ne 3.78 92 3.66 90 t(180)=0.89 nsd
diversions (.86) (1.06) p = .38

10. Ne Impulsive Ne 2.86 93 2.84  89 t(180)=0.01 nsd
(.90) (1.00) p = .90

11. Ne Dependable Ni 4.44 95 4.65  91 t(184)=2.13 Ne
(antonym) (.73) (.58) p = .03 Same

12. Ne Responsible Ni 4.48 95 4.75  91 t(184)=3.22  Ne 
(antonym) (.62) (.48) p = .001 Same

13. Ne Uncomfortable Ne 2.73 92 2.36 88 t(178)=2.40 Ne
with routines (1.13) (.89) p = .02 Same

14. Te Efficient Te 4.25 136 3.93  85 t(219)=2.70 Te
(.85) (.87) p < .01 Same

15. Te Initiator Te 3.55 135 4.05 85 t(218)=4.02 Ti 
(.94) (.82) p < .001 Opposite

16. Te Orderly Te 4.07 137 3.39 85 t(220)=4.73 Te
(1.02) (1.07) p < .001 Same

17. Te Organized Te 4.22 137 3.54 85 t(220)=5.12 Te
(.95) (.98) p < .001 Same

18. Te Outspoken Te marginal 3.23 137 4.11  84 t(219)=6.31 Ti 
(1.05) (.92) p < .001 Opposite

19. Te Scheduled Te 3.95 134 3.23 84 t(216)=5.79 Te
(.85) (.96) p < .001 Same

20. Te Structured Te 4.06 135 3.43 84 t(217)=4.87 Te
(.83) (1.08) p < .001 Same

21. Te Systematic Te 4.05 135 3.37 81 t(214)=5.65 Te
(.77) (.99) p < .001 Same

22. Te Tough Te 3.28 137 3.41 85 t(220)=1.06 nsd
(.91) (.93) p = .29

23. Ti Standoffish Ti 1.96 81 2.25  135 t(214)=2.24 Te 
(.91) (.93) p = .03 Opposite

24. Ti Detached Ti 2.46 81 2.55 136 t(215)=0.65 nsd  
(1.05) (1.02) p = .52

25. Fe Expresses Fe 3.01 101 3.78 105 t(204)=5.07 Fi
feelings easily (1.13) (1.06) p < .001 Opposite

26. Fe Is easy to know Fe 3.57 102 3.96 105 t(205)=2.54 Fi
(1.16) (1.06) p = .01 Opposite

27. Fe Gregarious Fe 3.06 90 3.89 82 t(170)=4.84 Fi
(1.19) (1.05) p < .001 Opposite

28. Fe Brings people Fe 3.24 97 4.03 102 t(197)=6.04 Fi  
together (.97) (.88) p < .001 Opposite
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showed a significant difference between a basic function
and its opposite (S vs. N or T vs. F), but column 4 did
NOT show a significant difference between a function
in its two attitudes. We deemed any results showing 
a significant difference between two attitudes of the
same function as consistent with an effect for function-
attitude.

Column 7 shows the EI or JP preference differ-
ences that are consistent with all the results of column
5. These differences are shown individually in paren-
theses in column 5 for each comparison, and reflect the
actual types that make up the significantly different
dominant function-attitude groups under consideration.
For example, Disorderly was rated higher by observers
of targets with dominant Ne and Se (all P preferences)
than those with dominant Fe, Si, Ni, or Te (all J types). 

The four functions. So far, we have inferred the
influence of EI and JP preferences from our analyses of
functions, using the rules of type theory. For our final
two analyses, we tested for them more directly, using
the four type domains (EI, SN, TF, and JP) as both
dichotomous and continuous variables. For the dichot-
omy test, we performed 2 (E or I preference) x 2 (S or
N) x 2 (T or F) x 2 (J or P) ANOVAs on the observer rat-
ings for all 30 consensual descriptors, allowing us to
test for main effects for different preferences (including
EI and JP, the non-functions) as well as interactions
among preferences.6 For the continuous test, we simply
correlated continuous scores for each domain with each
descriptor’s ratings. The results are shown in TABLE 7
(SEE PAGE 78.), which also summarizes all findings to this
point and provides a synthesis of all the information.                                 

Note that with 770 subjects ANOVA tests are pow-
erful and may produce statistically significant results
that have little practical meaning. As a guide to relation-
ship strength, we also calculated estimates of effect size,
which for multifactor ANOVAs take the form of partial

eta-squared values (abbreviated PES). These are shown
in column 7 as the second value in parentheses, follow-
ing the alpha probability value. While imprecise, effect
size estimates offer guidance in interpreting the relative
magnitudes of observed effects beyond simple statistical
significance. In contrast, Pearson correlations themselves
are representative of relative effects sizes, as their mag-
nitude is not affected by sample size. The square of
Pearson r is used as an estimate of shared variance
between the correlated variables and is roughly compa-
rable to the value of PES. Cohen (1988) has suggested
guidelines for interpreting r: a correlation of .1 suggests
a weak but detectable relationship of two variables; 
a value of .3 indicates a moderate relationship; and a
value of .5 a large relationship. 

Twenty-two of the 30 descriptors showed results
consistent with an influence of one or more function-
attitudes on observer ratings. However, only six of these
(Likes tested routines, Impulsive, Dependable,Responsible,
Uncomfortable with routines, and Detached) uniquely
matched the originally predicted FA identified by our
expert raters. Of the remaining 12, four were linked to
another FA instead of the expected one, and 11 were
associated with one or more additional FAs besides the
expected one. All 30 descriptors showed effects for type
preferences as well (as indicated in the last column),
offering a more comprehensive overall explanation as
well as a competing one for FA differences. Again, there
was not one case in which an FA showed higher
observer ratings across all four positions of dominance. 

By Cohen’s standards, most of the observed effects
were weak and none are large. There were moderate
effects (indicated in red in TABLE 7) measured for eight
descriptors: Scheduled, Structured, Systematic, Organized,
and Orderly (in descending magnitude, all J); Gregarious,
Sociable, Is easy to know, Expresses feelings easily, and
Initiator (all E); and Emotional (perhaps better described
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Table 4. Comparisons of same function in opposite attitudes when auxiliary. (continued)

Target Harker- Attitude effect Target FA Opposite attitude Attitude
Function- Reynierse when dominant t-test effect
Attitude descriptor Mean Mean when 

(SD) n (SD) n auxiliary

29. Fe Sociable Fe 3.73 102 4.33  105 t(205)=5.63 Fi 
(.64) (.85) p < .001 Opposite

30. Fi Emotional Fe 3.90 105 3.63 102 t(205)=2.03 Fi
(.95) (1.02) p = .04 Opposite
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Table 5. Comparisons of same function in opposite attitudes when dominant, auxillary, tertiary, and
inferior.

Target Harker- Attitude effect when FA is . . . Predicted EI/JP 
Function- Reynierse FA effect? preference
Attitude descriptor Dominant Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior effect?

1. Se Is easygoing Se>Si nsd nsd Si>Se No None

2. Se Fashionable Se>Si Si>Se Si>Se nsd No E (3 of 4)
marginal marginal

3. Si Conservative Si>Se nsd nsd Se>Si No None
marginal

4. Si Detailed Si>Se nsd Si>Se Se>Si No J (3 of 4)

5. Si Exact Si>Se nsd Si>Se Se>Si No J (3 of 4)

6. Si Likes tested Si>Se nsd nsd Se>Si No None
routines

7. Si Traditional Si>Se nsd Si>Se Se>Si No J (3 of 4

8. Ne Disorderly Ne>Ni Ne>Ni Ne>Ni Ni>Ne Yes (3 of 4) P (4 of 4)

9. Ne Welcomes Ne>Ni nsd nsd Ni>Ne No None
diversions

10. Ne Impulsive Ne>Ni nsd nsd Ni>Ne No None

11. Ne Dependable Ni>Ne Ni>Ne nsd Ne>Ni No J (3 of 4)
(antonym)

12. Ne Responsible Ni>Ne Ni>Ne nsd Ne>Ni No J (3 of 4)
(antonym)

13. Ne Uncomfortable Ne>Ni Ne>Ni nsd Ni>Ne No P (3 of 4)
with routines

14. Te Efficient Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)

15. Te Initiator Te>Ti Ti>Te Ti>Te Ti>Te No E (4 of 4)

16. Te Orderly Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)
marginal

17. Te Organized Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)

18. Te Outspoken Te>Ti Ti >Te Ti >Te Ti >Te No E (4 of 4)
marginal

19. Te Scheduled Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)

20. Te Structured Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)

21. Te Systematic Te>Ti Te>Ti Te>Ti Ti>Te Yes (3 of 4) J (4 of 4)

22. Te Tough Te>Ti nsd nsd nsd No None

23. Ti Standoffish Ti>Te Te>Ti Te>Ti nsd No I (3 of 4)

24. Ti Detached Ti>Te nsd Te>Ti Te>Ti No I (3 of 4)

25. Fe Expresses Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe Fi>Fe No E (4 of 4)
feelings easily

26. Fe Gregarious Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe Fi>Fe No E (4 of 4)

27. Fe Brings people Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe Fi>Fe No E (4 of 4)
together

28. Fe Is easy to know Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe Fi>Fe No E (4 of 4)

29. Fe Sociable Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe Fi>Fe No E (4 of 4)

30. Fi Emotional Fe>Fi Fi>Fe Fi>Fe nsd No E (3 of 4)
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Table 6. Comparisons descriptors: Results for 1 x 4 basic functions and 1 x 8 function-attitude
ANOVAs.

Target Harker- Reynierse Basic dominant Dominant FA Eight dominant Significant “Hidden” EI/JP
Function- descriptor function 1x4 mean rank of 8 function-attit- dominant common to all 
Attitude ANOVA signifi- udes significant functions or FA differences

cant results differences function-attitudes

1. Se Is easygoing nsd Se1; Si7 Se>Ni (EP>IJ) None P>J
Ne2; Ni8 Ni<Fi,Ne,Se 

(P>J)

2. Se Fashionable nsd Fe1; Fi7 Fe>Fi,Ti; (EJ>IP) Fe E>I 
Se2; Si6 Se >Ti (E>I)  
Ne4; Ni5

3. Si Conservative S1>F3,N4; Si1; Se2 Si>Fi,Ne S (basic) None
T2>N4 Ne6;Ni8 Se>Ne

4. Si Detailed T1>F3,N4 Te1; Ti4 Te>Fi, Ne(J>P) T (basic) J>P 
S2>N4 Si2; Se6 Si>Fi, Ne(J>P) S (basic) 

Ni3; Ne8 Se>none

5. Si Exact S1>F3,N4 Si1; Se6 Si>Ne,Fi(J>P) S (basic) None
T2>N4 Ni3; Ne8 Ne<Ti, Fe, Ni

Te, Si

6. Si Likes tested routines S1>F2(.06), Si1; Se7 Si>all but Fe Si None
T3,N4 Ni4; Ne8 Se>none
F2>N4 

7. Si Traditional S1>T2,F3,N4 Si1; Se5 Si>Fe,Ti,Fi,Ne S (basic) None 
Ni2; Ne8 Ni>none

8. Ne Disorderly N1>T4 Ne1; Ni7 Ne,Se> Ne, Se P>J  
Se2; Si6 Fe,Si,Ni,Te 

(P>J)

9. Ne Welcomes diversions nsd Se1; Si7 Se,Ne>Si,Ni Se, Ne E>I 
Ne2; Ni8 (EP>IJ) P>J

10. Ne Impulsive nsd Ne1; Ni8 Ne> Ne None
Se2; Si7 Fe,Ti,Si,Ni 

Se>Si,Ni

11. Ne Dependable N4<S2,T1 Ne8; Ni3 Ne< Opposite of Ne J>P  
(antonym) Se7; Si2 Fe,Ni,Si,Te

(P<J)

12. Ne Responsible N4<S2,T1 Ne8; Ni4 Ne< Opposite of Ne J>P  
(antonym) Se7; Si2 Ni,Fe,Si,Te

(P<J)
Se<Te(P<J)

13. Ne Uncomfortable N1>T3,S4 Ne1; Ni5 Ne> Ne P>J
with routines Se4; Si8 Ni,Fe,Te,Si

(P>J) 

14. Te Efficient S1,T2>N4 Te1; Ti6 Te>Fi,Ne(J>P) S (basic), J>P  
Fe3; Fi7 Ne< opposite of Ne

Ni,Fe,Si,Te(P<J)

15. Te Initiator N1,T12> Te1; Ti6 Te>Ni,Ti,Fi,Si All extraverted E>I  
F3,S4 Fe4; Fi7 Ne,Se,Fe>Ti,Fi, functions

Si (E>I)

16. Te Orderly S1>N4 Si1; Se7 Si,Te> Si,Te J>P
Te2; Ti6 Fi,Ti,Se,Ne
Fe4; Fi5 (J>P)

17. Te Organized S1>N4 Si1; Se5 Si>Se,Fi,Ti,Ne Si,Te J>P 
Te3; Ti7 (J>P) 
Fe4; Fi6 Te>Fi,Ti,Ne

(J>P)
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Table 6. Comparisons descriptors: Results for 1 x 4 basic functions and 1 x 8 function-attitude
ANOVAs. (continued)

Target Harker- Reynierse Basic dominant Dominant FA Eight dominant Significant “Hidden” EI/JP
Function- descriptor function 1x4 mean rank of 8 function-attit- dominant common to all 
Attitude ANOVA signifi- udes significant functions or FA differences

cant results differences function-attitudes

18. Te Outspoken N1>F3,S4 Se1; Si8 Se,Ne>Ti,Fi,Si Se, N (basic) E>I  
Ne2; Ni5 (E>I) 
Te3; Ti6 Te>Fi,Si (E>I)
Fe4; Fi7

19. Te Scheduled S1>N3,F4 Ni1; Ne7 Ni,Si,Te> Ni, Si, Te J>P
Si2; Se6 Ti,Se,Ne,Fi
Te3; Ti5 (J>P)
Fe4;Fi8

20. Te Structured S1>N3,F4 Si1; Se6 Si,Te> Si, Te J>P
Te2; Ti5 Ti,Se,Fi,Ne
Fe4; Fi7 (J>P)

21. Te Systematic S1>F3,N4 Si1;Se7 Si,Te> Si, Te J>P  
T2>N4 Te2,Ti5 Ti,Fi,Se,Ne

Fe4;Fi6  (J>P)

22. Te Tough nsd Te1; Ti7 Te>Fi (EJ>IP) None E>I
Fe5; Fi8 J>P

23. Ti Standoffish nsd Ni1; Ne7 Ni>Fe,Ne,Te Ni, Ti I>E
Ti2; Te8 (I>E)
Fi4; Fe6 Ti>Ne,Te(I>E)

24. Ti Detached S1>N3,F4 Ti1; Te7 Ti>Ne,Te,Fe (I>E) Ti, S (basic) I>E
Fi4; Fe8

25. Fe Expresses F1>S4 Fe1; Fi5 Fe,Se,Te,Ne> All extraverted E>I  
feelings easily  Te3; Ti7  Fi,Ni,Ti,Si (E>I)  functions

26. Fe Is easy to know nsd Fe1; Fi5 Fe>Fi,Si,Ti,Ni Fe, Te E>I
Te2; Ti7 (E>I)

Te>Si,Ti,Ni (E>I)

27. Fe Gregarious F1,N2,S3  Ne1; Ni8 Ne,Te,Se,Fe> All extraverted E>I
(.06)>S4 Fe4;Fi5 Fi,Si,Ti,Ni (E>I) functions

Te2; Ti7

28. Fe Brings people F1>S4 Fe1;Fi5 Fe,Ne> All extraverted E>I
together Te3;Ti8 Fi,Ni,Si,Ti(E>I) functions

Te>Ni,Si,Ti(E>I)
Se>Si,Ti (E>I)

29.Fe Sociable F1>S4 Fe1; Fi5 Fe,Se,Ne,Te> All extraverted E>I
Te4; Ti8 Fi,Si,Ni,Ti (E>I) functions

30. Fi Emotional F1,N2,S3 Se1; Si6 Se,Fe>Si,Te,Ti Se, F (basic) None
(.06) >T4 Fe2; Fi4 

Te7; Ti8
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Notes: In column 3, the number after S, N, T, or F indicates the rank of the ratings for that function (e.g., F1 means ratings for dominant Feeling preference targets were highest). 

For presentation simplicity, significance levels for results shown meet or exceed p < .05. Near significant findings (p = .06 or .07) are occasionally indicated, applying only to the
adjacent function. Higher levels of significance are not indicated. 

as “not T” than as F, since T is also rated lower than S
and N).

DISCUSSION
Here is a summary of the most important points learned
from our analyses:

■ Of 44 consensual FA descriptors rated by
observers for similarity to familiar people of

known type, only 30 showed significantly
higher ratings (three marginally so) for the 
target FA when it was dominant. 

■ For FAs when auxiliary, 10 of the 30 descriptors
showed significant results consistent with the
results when dominant (i.e., pointing to the
same FA). Ten more showed a reversal of 
attitude from the results of the comparison for
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Table 7. All results of testing observer ratings for 30 consensual descriptors.

Target Harker- Consistent Consistent Dominant Consistent EIxSNxTFx Observer Possible Possible
Function- Reynierse function- EI or JP function or EI or JP JP ANOVA ratings  function- preference
Attitude descriptor attitude preference function- preference results (p, with 4 type attitude(s) (s) effect

effect effect attitude effect partial eta domains effect
effect squared) correlations

(r ≥ .1)

1. Se Is easygoing None None None P>J E>I JP .15 P>J 
(.01, .009) EI -.11 S>N
S>N TF .10 E>I 
(.002,.013)
P>J
(.001,.018)

2. Se Fashionable None E>I(3 of 4) Fe E>I E>I EI -.17 Fe E>I 
(.001,.029) TF .10 F>T
F>T
(.039,.006)

3. Si Conservative None None S>F,N None I>E SN -.28 S>F,N 
T>N (.023,.007) JP -.17 I>E 

S>N J>P
(.001,.041)
J>P
(.055,.005)

4. Si Detailed None J>P(3 of 4) T>F,N J>P S>N JP -.21  J>P   
S>N (.019,.007) SN -.17 T >F,N

T>F TF -.12 S>N
(.007,.01)
J>P
(.001,.022)

5. Si Exact None J>P (3 of 4) S>F,N None S>N   JP -.25   J>P    
T>N (.032,.006) TF -.19 T>F,N

T>F SN -.17 S>F,N 
(.001,.016) EI .10
J>P
(.001,.033)

6. Si Likes tested None None Si  None I>E  SN -.29  Si S>F,T,N     
routines S>F,T,N (.004,.012) JP -.28 J>P

F>N S>N EI .15 I>E
(.001,.037)
J>P
(.001,.028)

7. Si Traditional None J>P (3 of 4) S>T,F,N None S>N  SN -.21 S>T,F,N 
(.001,.015) JP -.19 J>P
J>P
(.001,.014)

8. Ne Disorderly Ne (3 of 4) P>J (4 of 4) Ne, Se P>J P>J JP .27 Ne P>J
N>T (.001,.053) SN .13 Se

9. Ne Welcomes None None Se, Ne E>I  E>I  JP .18 Se E>I  
diversions P>J (.001,.023) EI -.14 Ne P>J

T>F SN .11 T>F
(01,.009)
P>J
(.001,.018)

10. Ne Impulsive None None Ne None E>I JP .25 Ne E>I
(.001,.029) EI -.19 P>J
F>T SN .1 F>T 
(.05,.005)
P>J
(.001,.022)

1x4/1x8 ANOVAsDATI t-tests results
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Table 7. All results of testing observer ratings for 30 consensual descriptors. (continued)

Target Harker- Consistent Consistent Dominant Consistent EIxSNxTFx Observer Possible Possible
Function- Reynierse function- EI or JP function or EI or JP JP ANOVA ratings  function- perference
Attitude descriptor attitude preference function- preference results (p, with 4 type attitude(s) (s) effect

effect effect attitude effect partial eta domains effect
effect squared) correlations

(r ≥ .1)

11. Ne Dependable None J>P (3 of 4) Opposite J>P I>E JP -.18 Ne J>P 
(antonym) of Ne (.05,.005) SN -.13 (opposite) N<S, T 

T, S>N S>N I>E
(.05,.005)
J>P
(.001,.021)

12. Ne Responsible None J>P(3 of 4) Opposite J>P J>P JP -.23 Ne J>P
(antonym) of Ne (.001,.033) SN -.13 (opposite)

T,S>N

13. Ne Uncomfort- None P>J (3 of 4) Ne P>J N>S JP .25 Ne P>J 
able with  N>T,S (.001,.014) SN .23 N>T,S
routines P>J

(.001,.025)

14. Te Efficient Te (3 of 4) J>P (4 of 4) S,T>N J>P S>N JP -.22 Ne J>P
opposite  (.035,.006) SN -.15 (opposite) S,T>N 
of Ne J>P

(.001,.023)

15. Te Initiator None E>I  (4 of 4) Si, T J>P E>I  EI -.30 Si E>I 
S>N (.001,.081) SN .16 moderate

N>S TF -.14 N>S
(.001,.016) T>F
T>F J>P
(.001,.015)

16. Te Orderly Te (3 of 4) J>P (4 of 4) Si, Te J>P I>E JP -.33 Si J>P 
S>N (.05,.005) SN -.17 Te moderate

J>P I>E
(.001,.067) S>N

17. Te Organized Te (3 of 4) J>P (4 of 4) Si,Te J>P J>P JP -.34 Si J>P
S>N (.001,.065) SN -.16 Te moderate

TF -.11 S>N

18. Te Outspoken None E>I (4 of 4) Se E>I E>I EI -.23 Se E>I
N>F,S (.001,.058) TF -.16 T>F

T>F SN .12 N>F,S
(.001,.015) JP .10

19. Te Scheduled Te (3 of 4) J>P (4 of 4) Ni, Si, Te J>P J>P JP -.44 Ni J>P 
S>N,F (.001,.112) SN -.16 Si moderate

Te S>N,F 

20. Te Structured Te (3 of 4) J>P (4 of 4) Si, Te J>P S>N JP -.38 Si J>P
S>N,F  (.042,.006) SN -.19 Te moderate

T>F TF -.14 T>F
(.003,.012) S>N,F
J>P
(.001,.074)

21.Te Systematic None J>P (4 of 4) Si, Te J>P I>E JP -.35 Si J>P     
S>F,N (.033,.006) TF -.15 Te moderate

T>F SN -.14 I>E
(001,.016) EI .10 T>F
J>P
(.001,.064)

1x4/1x8 ANOVAsDATI t-tests results
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Table 7. All results of testing observer ratings for 30 consensual descriptors. (continued)

Target Harker- Consistent Consistent Dominant Consistent EIxSNxTFx Observer Possible Possible
Function- Reynierse function- EI or JP function or EI or JP JP ANOVA ratings  function- preference
Attitude descriptor attitude preference function- preference results (p, with 4 type attitude(s) (s) effect

effect effect attitude effect partial eta domains effect
effect squared) correlations

(r ≥ .1)

22. Te Tough None None None E>I E>I TF -.13 E>I  
J>P (.005,.01) T>F

T>F J>P 
(.035,.006)

23. Ti Standoffish None I>E (3 of 4) Ni, Ti I>E I>E EI .24 Ni I>E
(.001,.033) Ti

24. Ti Detached None I>E (3 of 4) Ti I>E I>E EI .21 Ti I>E 
S>N,F (.001,.027) TF -.11 P>J

P>J S>N,F
(.02,.007) 

25. Fe Expresses None E>I (4 of 4) All  E>I E>I EI -.31 E>I 
feelings  extraverted (.001,.079) TF .16 moderate
easily functions; F>T F>S,T

F>S (.001,.014) 

26. Fe Is easy to None E>I (4 of 4) Fe, Te E>I E>I EI -.31 Fe E>I 
know (.001,.055) TF .11 Te moderate

27. Fe Gregarious None E>I (4 of 4) Fe, Te E>I E>I EI -.44 Fe E>I 
F>S (.000,.136) JP .11 Te moderate

F>S

28. Fe Brings None E>I (4 of 4) Fe, Ne E>I E>I EI -.33 Fe E>I 
people F>S (.000,.071) SN .12 Ne moderate
together F>T TF .10 N>S

(.049,.005) F>S, T
N>S
(.012,.009)

29. Fe Sociable None E>I (4 of 4) All  E>I E>I EI -.43 E>I 
extraverted (.001,.127) TF .13 moderate
functions; F>T F>S,T
F>S (.015,.008)

30. Fi Emotional None E>I (4 of 4) Se None E>I TF .3 Se T<S,N,F 
F,N,S>T (.000,.019) EI -.13 moderate

F>T E>I 
(.000,.087)

Note: Pearson correlations greater than +.07 are significant at the .05 level. Only correlations greater than +.1 are shown. 

DATI = Dominant, Auxiliary, Tertiary, Inferior. 

Possible preference effects in the final column are listed in descending order of effect size. 

1x4/1x8 ANOVAsDATI t-tests results

dominant FAs (i.e., the extraverted expression 
of a function was higher for either dominant or
auxiliary, and the introverted expression was
higher for the other). Ten showed no significant
differences between auxiliary extraverted and
introverted functions.

■ In a comparison of extraverted vs. introverted
expressions of the same function when domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior, there was
not one case of unambiguous influence of FAs.

Observer ratings did not consistently differ
across dominance statuses for a function in 
one attitude versus its opposite.

■ Seven descriptors showed consistency across
three statuses (all but inferior) for an FA; 
however, in all seven cases this pattern would
also result from a simple difference in preference
for J or P. The JP differences in all cases were
consistent and significant in all four statuses 
(not just three)—in other words, a JP preference
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explanation is not just an alternative explana-
tion, but one that better matches the data.

■ As can be seen in TABLE 7, 22 of the 30 descrip-
tors showed some evidence for a consistent FA
effect. However, these ratings more often
uniquely corresponded to a function-attitude
different from the predicted one and/or or
showed relationships to two or more FAs. 

■ All 30 of the descriptors showed significant rela-
tionships to type preferences, including the EI
and JP domains, and regardless of the attitude of
expression of S, N, T, or F. Thus, type prefer-
ences predicted more relationships than FAs did.

■ All identified FA results can also be explained by
simple type preferences. 

In sum, the evidence for FAs is weak. Even in the
best case scenario, results are compatible with an alter-
native explanation that involves basic type preferences.
How do we decide which explanation is better?

In our view, a preference explanation offers advan-
tages over a function-attitude explanation for several 
reasons. First is the imprecision in defining the charac-
teristics of different function-attitudes, evident in the fre-
quent disagreements among authors and type experts in
their descriptions (see our previous paper, McPeek &
Martin, 2012). Similar inconsistencies were also evident
in our observer data, which were as likely to indicate 
a completely different FA as the one identified by the
experts. 

Second, five of our 30 consensual descriptors
(Disorderly, Is easy to know, Gregarious, Scheduled, and
Welcomes diversions) were linked to two functions pre-
sumed by type theory to be incompatible (e.g., Is easy to
know was rated high for both Fe and Te). In all five cases,
the attitude of the two incompatible functions was the
same, offering a clue to an alternative explanation to
function-attitudes (more on this shortly). 

Third, the t-test values for the dominant and infe-
rior comparisons for opposite FAs were very highly
negatively correlated (r = -.84 for T and F and -.87 for
S and N). Since the sign of a t-test reflects the sign of the
difference of the two means being compared, for the
overwhelming majority of descriptors the mean differ-
ences for extraverted versus introverted attitudes of the
same function are opposite in direction between domi-
nant and inferior statuses. For example, for the descrip-
tor Scheduled, dominant Te ratings (M = 3.83) were
higher than dominant Ti ratings (M = 3. 29), t(158) =
3.52, p < .001. But inferior Te ratings (M = 3.00) were

significantly lower than inferior Ti (M = 3.80), t(174) =
-5.17, p <.001)7. As we have noted, dominant Te types
have EJ preferences, but inferior Te types are IP. A con-
sistent pattern in which dominant and inferior compar-
isons of same function/opposite-attitudes are opposite
in direction, as we have for almost all 276 of the original
Harker descriptors, is thus more indicative of a prefer-
ence difference (EI, JP, or both) than function-attitude.

The final argument in favor of a preference expla-
nation is the principle of parsimony (also known as
Occam’s razor), our fourth and final step in assessing 
the viability of the construct of function-attitudes. The
parsimony principle dictates that simpler explanations
of observed data are preferable to more complex ones. A
classic example of parsimony in action is the replace-
ment of the geocentric (Ptolemaic) with the heliocentric
(Copernican) model of planetary motion. Both models
can predict positions of planets with some accuracy, but
the heliocentric model does so more simply. 

For the relatively few descriptors (seven out of the
original 44) that offered some evidence for FAs, all can
also be explained by preferences alone (in fact, better
explained because this explanation works in all condi-
tions, not just three of four). Since a function-attitude is
a more complex idea than a basic preference, the prin-
ciple of parsimony points towards the simpler explana-
tion. Note also that the alternative preference expla-
nation involves the orientation preferences, the EI and
JP domains, rendering them more similar in their oper-
ation to the functional preferences (SN and TF).

Parsimony Demonstration
Observer data for the descriptor Traditional provide

an example of parsimony in action. As evident in Figure
1, the pattern of means of observer ratings for targets
with each of the eight dominant function-attitudes
shows that observer ratings of Si targets are higher (as
predicted) than the other seven FAs (though the differ-
ences of Si from Se and Ni approach fall short of signif-
icance). At first glance, that looks like clear confirmation
that Traditional is an Si descriptor.

Figure 2 shows the results for Traditional ratings
when Se and Si are dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and
inferior. This analysis produces a complex pattern.
Statistically, there is a main effect for dominance position,
F(3, 751) = 4.37, p = .005, and a significant interaction
of attitude with dominance, F(3, 751) = 5.47, p = .001.

   But look at the type composition of each data
point. Comparing type pairs differing only on JP (e.g.,
ESTJ/ESFJ compared to ESTP/ESFP) or SN (ISTP/ISFP
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versus INTP/INFP) always shows higher ratings for the
J and the S types. Thus, the complex pattern in Figure
2 can be reduced to two much simpler main effects: one
for JP and one for SN, as is clear in Figure 3 (and corre-
sponds to the results reported in the last column in
TABLE 7). Rather than Traditional being an Si descriptor,
these results suggest that it is an SJ descriptor.8 (Harker
et al., 1998, also related Traditional to both S and J pref-
erences, based on the same database. Note that though
we have chosen Traditional as our example, similar pat-
terns emerge for the other descriptors in TABLE 7.) 

Note that in the case of Traditional and several other
descriptors, two or even three preferences, rather than a
single one, all affected observer ratings. Such results
suggest an arguably more complex relationship than the
operation of a single function-attitude, which might
then be construed as a more parsimonious explanation
for that case. But there are also descriptors (e.g.,
Scheduled) that involve two or three function-attitudes.
Thus, ironically, parsimony is not simple. In explaining
our results, complexity takes two forms: one entailing a
more complex architecture of type, where functions
come in two forms (i.e., Extraverted and Introverted
forms), and the other relying on more complex combi-
nations of more basic functions (e.g., a preference for
S—regardless of attitude—explaining most of the vari-
ance in Traditional, with a preference for J adding to the
likelihood of being rated as Traditional. Note that this is
quite a different explanation than saying Traditional is an
outcome of introverting Sensing). 

At this point, we need more evidence to evaluate
how simple or complex the type model should be. One
promising line of inquiry would be to gather evidence
of behaviors associated with function-attitudes. For
example, are dominant Se subjects more attuned to 
sensory stimulation? Is their threshold for detecting a
“just noticeable difference” (in the grand tradition of
Gustav Fechner) lower than other dominant FAs? Such

claims are ubiquitous in the type literature. Se is said 
to have “an expanded range and depth of colors, tastes,
touches, sounds, and smells relative to other Types”
(Thompson, 1996, p. 52), to possess “unusually accu-
rate visual perception” (Haas & Hunziker, 2006, p. 34),
to “perfectly discern a color” (Hartzler & Hartzler,
2005, p. 9), and to better “distinguish pitch and tone”
or differentiate flavors of wine (Loomis, 1991, p. 82).
Though such claims are eminently testable, the empirical
record is scant, with only one unpublished master’s thesis
which found inconsistent evidence (Boyce, 1976).

EI Preference versus EI Attitude
One more close look at TABLE 7 reveals that for 17

of the 30 descriptors there is an effect for EI preference
that is the same as the predicted EI attitude—in other
words, instead of an extraverted or introverted attitude
modifying the basic function, the data suggest a combi-
nation of the basic function with a preference for
Extraversion or Introversion. For example, characteris-
tics attributed to people who have preferences for E plus
F tend to be consistent regardless of their J–P prefer-
ence. It is thus perhaps unnecessary to invoke an FA
explanation, which in fact is generally not supported.
For only three descriptors (Emotional, Orderly, and
Systematic), all weak effects, is the preference opposite
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to the attitude. These findings are consistent with obser-
vations made by Reynierse and Harker (2008a) and
Reynierse (2009, 2012) regarding preference vs. atti-
tude in relationship to extraversion and introversion.

We recognize that for dominant function-attitudes,
attitude of expression and preference are the same (e.g.,
Fe = EF).  The historical focus of type theory, back to its
Jungian roots, on dominant functions, where effects are
strongest and clearest, may contribute to the anecdotal
record stressing the importance of the attitudinal
expression of functions. It may also be true, as the
MBTI® Manual affirms, that “by its very nature the dom-
inant form of a function is presumed to be different
from its auxiliary form” (Myers et al., 1998, p. 204), in
which case what is true for the dominant may not be
true for auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior.

This brings us back to complexity and parsimony.
A risk of invoking parsimony is the danger of oversim-
plification; as Einstein allegedly said (though his quote
is in actuality a paraphrase), “Everything should be
made as simple as possible, but not simpler” (Quote
Investigator.com, 2011). A system as layered and mul-
tifaceted as type theory may be necessary to capture the
richness and complexity of human personality. Until
further research, however, complex interpretations that
invoke dominance status, function, attitude of expres-
sion, their combination, and/or FA hierarchies should
be made cautiously when alternative, simpler explana-
tions fit the same observations.

Limitations of the Study
This analysis is yet another use of that same rich

Harker-Reynierse database that has generated many
articles critical of type theory, type dynamics, etc.
Thus, a great deal of evidence has been derived from a
single dataset, which therefore warrants careful consid-
eration. We will first note that these data used earlier
forms of the MBTI instrument and may not reflect
measurement improvements incorporated into Form
M, the most recent incarnation. There may also be
some chance-driven idiosyncrasies in the data or the
sample. Perhaps using observers too familiar with, and/
or too favorably disposed towards, those they are rating
obscures the effects of type that would be evident in
more casual relationships. The Harker-Reynierse data-
base has proved to be a valuable resource in large part
because so little research has been done into some of
the basic premises of type theory. Ultimately, we recom-
mend a replication of this study with a fresh set of
observer ratings gathered under different circumstances

with a different sample of raters and ratees. 
Such a study would also afford an opportunity to

test a new set of descriptors, including the use of terms
identified by our experts but which lacked matches in
the available observer data. Developing new descriptors
would allow an expansion of the list of descriptors for
function-attitudes, notably Ni, that were not well repre-
sented in this research. For this and other function-atti-
tudes, we simply may not have tested the definitive
words and phrases that capture their essence (though
given the number of terms tested we would expect
some to have worked). 

Or perhaps FAs are so complex that they cannot
be captured in a word or short phrase. That argument,
however, is a two-edged sword: the more complex and
nuanced a description is, the harder it is to pin down
and the more post hoc explanatory options there are.
The challenge and debate of scientifically studying
intrapersonal dynamics is at least as old as type theory
—“attitude is an individual phenomenon that eludes
scientific investigation” (Jung, 1921/1971, p. 417).
Ultimately, we are back to a fundamental rift in the type
community itself and the personality field at large—the
gulf between academic researchers and application-
minded practitioners.  

These comments lead to acknowledgement of our
final limitation: measurement. There is always the pos-
sibility that type theory is correct but type measurement
is inaccurate. Type theory and the MBTI instrument
provide rules that map function-attitudes and hierar-
chies that are inferred from basic four-letter type prefer-
ences. The rules, the measurement, and/or the theory
may be incorrect. Type measurement is unique in its
practice of allowing individuals to “verify” their meas-
ured type or to decide another type altogether is a better
fit. With wide variations in the conduct of post-mea-
surement verification—or with the discarding of ques-
tionnaire-based measurement entirely, relying instead
on interviews—the door is open for non-rigorous, post
hoc assessments of type of unknown reliability or valid-
ity. The situation is aggravated by the many moving
parts of type theory, which provide the opportunity to
selectively choose the parts that fit.

Since this study does not directly test the validity
of the FAs, but rather the MBTI’s measurement assump-
tions and hierarchical model of FAs, a conservative con-
clusion is that the current study illuminates two possible
ways to explain MBTI results. The first, more parsimo-
nious, is to work from a preference based framework.
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The other is the traditional FA model—which in and of
itself is not disproven by this study. MBTI administrators
who use the FA approach might consider holding very
loosely the presumed hierarchy of the FAs for any given
type. As for other measures of type and Jungian
processes, they too must provide evidence of the viabil-
ity of function-attitudes and the accuracy of their meas-
urements.

Our recommended strategy for addressing these
many questions is more research, adding our voices to
the chorus of opinions that type theory begs for more
empirical, evidence-based, rigorous research. Our hope
is that understanding type theory is not “completely
closed to the academic psychologist” (Jung, 1921/1971,
p. xiii), and that this and similar research efforts can
open that door.                                  

NOTES
1 Address correspondence to the senior author, Dr.
Robert McPeek, Center for Applications of
Psychological Type, 2815 NW 13th Street, Suite
401, Gainesville, FL 32609. bob@capt.org.

2 The authors wish to express their gratitude to the
gracious John Harker for making his data available
to us.

3 For this database, “known type” means the results
from the MBTI Form K, without a verification
process. 

4 In this paper, we adhere to the Myers school of
thought that the attitude of the tertiary function is
opposed to the attitude of the dominant function.
Other theorists (Grant, Thompson, & Clark, 1983;
Brownsword, 1988; Beebe, 1984) disagree and
assert that the attitudes of dominant and tertiary

are the same. This choice has little effect on our
research, which focuses more on the attitudes of
dominant, auxiliary and inferior functions, the 
attitudes of which are agreed upon by all these 
theorists. 

5 We acknowledge that holding alpha at .05 does not
adjust the experiment-wise error rate for the many
statistical tests performed. Note that this liberal
significance level errs on the side of qualifying
rather than excluding descriptors. Our results
failed to confirm an unambiguous effect of func-
tion-attitudes for any descriptors, more problem-
atic for the FA point of view.

6 For brevity, we do not report significant interac-
tions. The interactions we discovered were infre-
quent, and none had a partial eta squared (effect
size estimate) greater than .01. Past research (e.g.,
Reynierse & Harker, 2008a, 2008b) has shown
similar patterns of infrequent interactions.

7 Dominant Te (ESTJ/ENTJ) compared to dominant
Ti (ISTP/INTP) involves the exact same types as
comparing inferior Fi and inferior Fe, respectively.
The t-test values will be the same whether compar-
ing T or F dominant vs. inferior means, as will 
the correlations of the t values of dominant with
inferior for T or F. 

8 Note that a consistent finding in type research,
often overlooked, is a moderate correlation of SN
scores with JP scores (continuous scores typically
correlate in the low to mid .40s range). This is the
only problematic interscale correlation and a clear
indication that S and J (as well as N and P) are not
completely independent constructs. 
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